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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief 
   

The Editorial Team is pleased 

to release the 121st (March 

2017) edition of your ezine 

PreSense with the regular 

interesting contents.   

 

In this edition, we carry an 

important editorial on water conservation 

and the role of the citizens in this mission. 

 

The cover story for this month is about 

the South Indian town of Sivakasi known 

as ‘Little Japan’. This is an inspiring story 

of its villagers and how they converted 

their challenges into opportunities to 

position themselves at the global level. 

During this month of March, PreSense 

made a presentation to senior officials of 

the Ministry of Finance on the problems 

faced by students while availing Education 

Loan.  

 

We continue to carry our usual interesting 

articles and cartoon in this edition. 

 

We are confident that our readers will find 

the articles in this edition informative.     

 

Please send us your feedback to 

editor@corpezine.com.  

.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

 

 
 
 

As already announced in the February 2017 issue of PreSense, the 8th Edition of Sansad 

Ratna Awards will be held on Saturday, 27th May 2017 at IIT Madras.   Hon’ble Justice 

(Retd) Shri Sathasivam, Governor of Kerala will be the Chief Guest.  Hon’ble Union Ministers 

Shri Hansraj G Ahir, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal and Shri P P Chaudhary, Sansad Ratna Award 

winners in the previous years will be the Guests of Honour.  Shri Anandrao Adsul, Chairman 

of the Jury Committee and the Chairman of the Parliamentary Board of Shiv Sena will 

preside over the event. This Award is also one of the initiatives of the ezine PreSense.  

 

Shri Anandrao Adsul, Shri Hansraj Ahir and Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, the Members of the 

Jury Committee met at Delhi on 14th March 2017 (picture above) to frame the rules for 

Sansad Ratna 2017 Awards.  There will be 8 Awards under 7 categories for sitting Lok 

Sabha Members and 3 Awards for the Rajya Sabha Members who retired in 2016. The 

winners will be decided based on the performance till the end of Budget Session 2017. For 

more details visit www.sansadratna.in.   

 

(L to R) Shri Anandrao Adsul, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Shri Hansraj G Ahir, Shri Bhawanesh Deora (Secretary, Sansad Ratna 
Awards Committee) and Prime Point Srinivasan (Editor in Chief, PreSense) 

mailto:editor@corpezine.com
http://www.sansadratna.in/
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Editorial 
 

 

Wasting Water Everywhere….. 

Recently, disturbing news about drought-hit Tamil Nadu farmers protesting at Jantar Mantar 

in New Delhi, flooded the prime-time television news slots and the front pages of the Indian 

dailies, and the social media. Depletion of water supply has become a universal crisis, and 

India is especially hit by failure of rains and failure to capture whatever little rain the 

country receives during the 

year. The time has come 

when we have to turn from 

sourcing only fresh water 

supply to recycling 

wastewater. Wastewater is 

used water from domestic, 

business and industrial 

sources. Incidentally, March 

22nd every year is World 

Water Day and this year’s 

theme is ‘Wastewater’.  

 

The increasing strain on 

water supply is attributed to 

lack of government planning 

to efficiently and effectively capture the rains and water supply when available, competing 

demands from different quarters of the population, the ever-rising population and the 

excessive water-draining agricultural practices. 

 

India has the maximum number of people – 63 million – living in rural areas without access 

to clean water. A global report ranks India among the top 38 percent of countries worldwide 

most vulnerable to climate change which includes droughts, and least ready to adapt. While 

India by itself may be able to do little about the adverse climatic changes, it has the 

potential to deal with it proactively. Unfortunately, it has done little. Every situation has a 

solution, provided it has the right will, determination and commitment to find and 

implement it. 

 

For instance, the farmers at Jantar Mantar, demanding more budgetary allocation to cope 

with drought, fail to realise that the money can only temporarily and partially resolve the 

situation. They have not been protesting against the sand mafias who have been extracting 

sand from the rivers illegally, resulting in reduction in quantity and quality of water supply.  

At some point, water supply has to be available for money to buy. When Chennai was 

lashed by floods during December 2015, much of it was wasted due to release of brimming 

dams due to poor administration, thus wasting rainwater in uncaptured floods. The city 

therefore continues to suffer dreaded summer droughts.  

 

In the case of agriculture, the most common and easiest method of field irrigation is flood 

irrigation. According to an American geological survey, half of this water is not absorbed by 

the crops, and flows away. This water could and should be recaptured for recycled use in 

the farm.  
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An alternative to flood irrigation is underground irrigation or precision micro-sprinkler and 

drip irrigation system that deposit small amounts of water just above the roots of the crops.  

 

In Israel, where water scarcity has been a way of life for decades, the farmers use a 

technology that captures dew when it falls on the ground, and funnels it to the plants. They 

also use recyclable plastic trays that trap air and evaporating soil moisture and insulates the 

plants from extreme weather conditions, keeping them in perpetual moist soil pockets 

around the roots. Investing in such long-term water preserving methods should be a better 

alternative to just financial reliefs for drought. The Government has a major responsibility 

and role to play in planning and implementing such developmental and advancing 

technology to help make farmers’ and consumers’ lives less of a hardship.  

 

A country like Singapore has limited sources of natural water supply. However, they have 

been efficiently recycling their wastewater to supply one third of the country’s water 

demand, and is expected to cater to half of the demand by 2060. Water can be drunk 

straight from the tap across Singapore by anyone. This is proactive planning and 

implementation, which a country like India with its current proactive government, its liberal 

share of entrepreneurs, technocrats, industrialists, and investment, is capable of. What 

might be missing is the will and commitment, even among us fellow citizens who tend to 

look elsewhere for the solution to our problem. And let us not say Israel and Singapore have 

limited population to cater to. India has the greatest asset at hand – its large population of 

people as workforce with potential skills. Only the right attitude needs to be in place. 

 

Even then, we have saviours among the common men in our midst. A famous saying goes, 

“We need actionists, not just activists, for a nation to progress”. One such actionist is 

Ayyappa Masagi, popularly known as Water Warrior, from the southern state of Karnataka. 

Coming from a drought-stricken homeland, and having fetched drinking water at three 

o’clock in the morning as a child, Ayyappa dealt with the drought in his land, by digging a 

large pit in his land to collect rainwater. This water was available throughout the year for 

the following two years for 

farming.  

 

With the success of his 

experimental venture, Ayyappa 

went on to leave his job of two 

decades in the engineering line, 

and is now a full-time supporter 

for waging the war against water 

crisis through innovative methods 

and technology in the southern 

states of India where drought, 

farmers’ suicides and inter-state 

water disputes haunt people’s 

lives.  

 

Ayyappa Masagi’s is a simple success story that should motivate more people to act 

proactively and positively instead of only protests and suicides which do not bring solutions, 

only bytes and headlines. 

 

By Susan Koshy, Editor, PreSense 

 
  

Ayyappa Masagi, the Water Warrior 
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Cover Story 
 

Sivakasi – Pride of India – The Inspiring Story of Villagers 

Who Converted Challenges to Opportunities 

When we fire crackers during Diwali and other festival days or when we use a match box to 

light a candle or a stove or when we receive New Year diaries and calendars, we seldom 

recognise that these products were made in a small South Indian town Sivakasi, nearly 200 

kilometres from the southern tip of our country.   Presently more than 95% of fireworks and 

crackers and 90% of safety match boxes used by India are produced and supplied by 

Sivakasi.  

 

Looking Back  

 

Nearly 90 years ago, the residents of this small village of 7 square kilometre area were 

entirely dependent on agriculture, without any rivers in the vicinity.  When the monsoon 

failed, times were tough for them.  A near zero literacy coupled with economic 

backwardness made their lives miserable, since they were not required anywhere.   

 

Two great young visionaries from Sivakasi – Ayya Nadar 

and Shanumga Nadar went to Calcutta and learnt the 

techniques of sulphur match.  They started making the 

first sulphur match in 1923 at Sivakasi.  The sulphur 

match would burn when struck against a rough surface.  

Then they started making the present form of ‘safety 

match’  in 1932.  This is the humble beginning of the 

‘Journey of Sivakasi’,  which was described as ‘Kutti Japan’ 

(meaning Little Japan) by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in the 

later years.  Sivakasi has now become a  hub of the 

fireworks industry in the world, second only to Liuyang, 

the Chinese fireworks city.  

 

When all the centres of India display ‘No vacancy board’, Sivakasi welcomes uneducated 

and unskilled  labour and train them.  

 

Sivakasi – a Brief Profile 

 

Presently 956 factories operate with approved licences, 

of which nearly 550 factories have the licence of the 

Central Government to handle more than 2000 

kilograms of chemicals at a given time.  It is estimated 

that nearly Rs.4000 crore (Rs.40 billion) of fireworks/ 

crackers are marketed through these licensed factories 

every year.   

 

Nearly 25% of the fireworks factories also produce 

‘matches’.  Since the process is less risky, the licensing 

formalities are easier.  Nearly 5000 units produce 95% of the safety matches required for 

India.  They also export nearly Rs.400 crore (Rs.4 billion) worth of match boxes.   

 

Interestingly, both fireworks and match industries do not require a large amount of water 
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and electricity.  They are all done manually.  These industries enjoy the required climatic 

condition too.   

 

In addition to handling chemicals, several jobs like paper tube making (for crackers), 

printing of labels, packing materials, etc. provide  large-scale employment opportunity to 

the local people.  In order to print their own labels, the industrialists purchased printing 

machines and developed their capacity to print diaries, calendars, text books, etc.  Twenty 

years ago, Sivakasi was catering to nearly 80% of the country’s printing job, Nowadays, due 

to technological growth, Sivakasi contributes to only 15 to 20% of the nation’s printing job.  

Today, nearly 1500 printing machines provide direct employment to 20,000 persons.  

 

60% of the production of fireworks and crackers are used during the Deepawali season and 

the rest are used across the country during other occasions like Holi, weddings, political 

meetings, etc. throughout the year.  4480 permanent shops and more than one lakh 

(100,000) temporary shops (for Diwali season) across India have been licensed to sell 

fireworks and crackers. Fireworks/crackers are manufactured throughout the year.  

 

Considering the production, ancillary jobs, transport, retailing, etc., Sivakasi provides 

employment opportunity to 1 million people directly and indirectly in the neighbourhood and 

10 million people across India.  

 

Challenges 

 

Though the Government has stipulated strict conditions for this hazardous industry, it is 

reported that many people due to their greed violate the norms in order to increase 

production.  Many people produce fireworks and crackers in unlicensed premises, flouting 

safety methods.  This leads to accidents.  During the past 16 years since 2001, 350 deaths 

have been reported due to accidents with an average of 20 deaths per annum.  Considering 

the nature of this industry involving dangerous chemicals and involvement of nearly one 

million people, the death of 20 persons appears negligible, even though it could have been 

totally avoided.  However, a huge hype is made about the mishaps in this industry as if this 

is the only dangerous industry in the country.  

 

Some Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) funded by some foreign countries create an 

impression among the people across the country that compel them to boycott fireworks and 

crackers due to deaths, child labour and environment pollution in this industry. 

 

Our Editorial Team visited Sivakasi in the last week of March 2017 and interacted with 

various owners, labourers, Government officials and people.  The Team also attended the 

awareness programme organised by the Government jointly with The Tamil Nadu Fireworks 

and Amorces Manufacturers' Association (TANFAMA), the apex body of licensed 

manufacturers.  During this event, the District Collector confirmed that Sivakasi has ‘zero’ 

child labour.   

 

Around 20 years ago when the industry was growing, children were used as labour in the 

industry.  Everybody, including the Government officials now confirm that there is no child 

labour in the district anymore.  When we visited the factories, we too did not see any child 

labour. “Some forces are working against Sivakasi’s growth. They silently indulge in 

destroying the native culture of this country and the festivals.  They first created an 

impression in the world about child labour in Sivakasi.  Even the international media like 

BBC visited Sivakasi and confirmed that there was no child labour”, said Dr P Ganesan, 

Spokesperson of TANFAMA.  Dr Ganesan himself is the owner of a leading brand ‘Vinayaka 

Sony Fireworks’ and has more than 900 sheds.   
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Although Chinese crackers are prohibited in India, due to the usage of banned chemical 

potassium chlorate, they are still imported on a large scale by 

unscrupulous traders hiding them under imported toys with the 

connivance of some of the Government officials.  These Chinese 

crackers flood the market during the Diwali season and are sold at 

very low price, even though they are banned.  These crackers are 

not safe for use in hot countries like India.  TANFAMA has been 

taking up this issue with successive Governments.  During the past 

two years, these imports have reduced but they have still not been 

arrested completely.  

 

Some of the NGOs have now started taking up the issue of noise pollution.  The industry has 

regulated itself to produce crackers of sound volume less than 125dB.   The sound level is 

managed by proper mixing of chemicals in a prescribed ratio.   

After the Diwali festival of 2016, the Delhi High Court banned fire crackers in Delhi NCR 

alleging ‘air pollution’. Later a study by IIT Kanpur and images of NASA disclosed that the 

air pollution was not mainly due to the fire crackers, but it was due to mass burning of 

agricultural waste in the neighbouring region. This mass burning has affected Lahore too, a 

city which did not celebrate Diwali.  

 

Quality Control  

 

After much research, some of the leading manufacturers have introduced ‘fancy fireworks’ 

to provide a variety of safe experiences with fireworks for the consumers.  A majority of the 

factories has its own R&D set up, laboratories, quality control mechanism, etc. They also 

test and verify the noise level of the finished products to ensure that they are well within 

the permitted level. Our team witnessed the testing of the quality at every stage right from 

raw materials to the finished product.  This facility is available at major factories. The small 

licensed factories do not have this facility.  Some of the major factories offer their testing 

service facilities to small licensed factories.   

 

Some people produce fireworks and crackers illegally in unlicensed premises.   They do not 

have the proper facility for checking the quality of raw materials and end products.  The 

poor quality products are pushed into the market at low prices through second level traders.  

Dr P Ganesan 

NewYork Times report and  

 NASA image of smog recorded 5 days after Diwali 
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All the fatal accidents happen only because of these unlicensed productions.    Due to 

corruption and political influences, they could not be controlled.  The mistakes committed by 

these illegal producers tarnish the image of Sivakasi.  

 

Social Responsibility 

 

“In 1971, Sivakasi had only 60 licensed factories with 

1500 sheds.  Today, we have 956 licensed factories 

with 40,000 sheds.  In spite of all challenges, people 

like to enjoy Diwali and other festivals with fireworks, 

which is the livelihood for more than one million 

people. At the time of Independence, we had almost 

zero literacy in our area.  As part of our social 

responsibility, major brands of Sivakasi run 7 

Engineering Colleges, 4 Arts & Science Colleges, 2 

Polytechnics and 15 Higher Secondary Schools where 

more than 20,000 students get the opportunity to 

study at low cost.  We provide fee concession and 

scholarships to the children of our employees.  Many 

of the new generation boys and girls study abroad 

too.  Though we may run the risk of shortage of 

labour in future, we want our town to be positioned in the global map”, said Dr Ganesan 

proudly. 

 

Generally all the industries in India offer a one month bonus to their employees once a year.  

Here at Sivakasi, all the factories give bonus amounting to five and half months’ salary 

twice a year, to coincide with Diwali and other local temple festival.   

 

To provide a cool and healthy climate, all the factories plant neem trees in their premises.  

“We have around 5000 neem trees in our own Sony Group factories.  Even small factories 

have around 200 neem trees in their premises”,  Dr Ganesan added. 

 

Towards Sivakasi V2.0 – Vision 2025 

 

Since the industry involves the livelihood of one million people throughout the year, the 

Government has to ensure that all illegal and unlicensed producers, who cause harm to the 

reputation of the industry are dealt with severely.  Dr Ganesan says that if GST is pegged at 

a minimum level of 12%, even the unlicensed producers have to be brought under the legal 

ambit.  

 

Safety awareness programmes should be held regularly without waiting for accidents. 

Wherever possible, mechanisation can be introduced.  With many technology institutions 

around, the new generation should strive to bring creativity and innovation with better 

safety measures.   

 

The nation salutes the hardworking and vibrant people of Sivakasi, who were economically 

and educationally most backward in 1947 and have now converted their challenges into an 

opportunity to position themselves in the global map.   

 

PreSense is confident of seeing Sivakasi V2.0 by 2025.   

 

By K. Srinvasan, Editor in Chief, PreSense 

 

A view of the sheds and neem trees 
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Ignited Minds 
 

Remembering Shaheed Bhagat Singh 

 
Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev Thapar and  Shivaram Rajguru 

 

Bhagat Singh, Sukhdev Thapar and  Shivaram Rajguru were hanged to death on 23rd March 

1931 by the British Government.  

 

Bhagat Singh was one of the most influential freedom fighters of the Indian freedom 

struggle. The title ‘Shaheed’ meaning ‘martyr’ most often precedes his name. Shaheed 

Bhagat Singh was a martyr who inspired the youth of the country to take part in the Indian 

independence movement. 

 

Bhagat Singh was born into a Sikh family on 28th September, 1907 at Jaranwala Tehsil in 

Punjab. He was born into a family of revolutionaries. His birth coincided with the release of 

his father and uncles from jail. They had been imprisoned for carrying out anti-British 

activities. 

 

Bhagat Singh’s grandfather was a follower of Arya Samaj, the religious reform movement 

founded by Swami Dayanand Sarasvati. The young Bhagat Singh joined the Dayanand 

Anglo Vedic High School for his education. 

 

At the age of 12 years, Bhagat Singh was greatly moved by the Jallianwala Bagh massacre 

in 1919, when thousands of people who had gathered at a peaceful public meeting were 

shot dead by the British. This tragic event sowed revolutionary sentiments in the mind of 

Bhagat Singh. 

 

At the age of 14 years, Bhagat Singh was witness to another gruesome incident when a 

large number of unarmed people were killed by the colonial dictators at Nankana Sahib 

Gurudwara.  

 

Thus, apart from being born into a family of revolutionaries, these violent incidents 

perpetuated by the British ensured that Bhagat Singh would also become a revolutionary at 

a young age. 
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 Bhagat Singh soon became a part of the 

Young Revolutionary Movement to defeat the 

colonial rulers. In March 1926, Bhagat Singh 

founded the Naujawan Bharat Sabha (Youth 

Society of India). The Youth Society of India 

sought to bring together youth peasants and 

labourers against the British. 

 

When his family wanted him married, Bhagat 

Singh ran away from home, leaving behind a 

letter which read, “My life is dedicated to 

noblest of causes, that of freedom of the 

country. So there is no worldly desire that can 

lure me now.” 

 

In 1928, Lala Lajpat Rai, another 

revolutionary, was killed by the British for 

leading a non-violent struggle demonstration 

against the Simon Commission. This infuriated Bhagat Singh who sought to take revenge. 

Bhagat Singh was then involved in the killing of the British police officer, John Saunders. 

Bhagat Singh was an accomplice with Sukhdev Thapar and Shivaram Rajguru in this 

assassination that was carried out to avenge the death of Lala Lajpat Rai. 

 

Immediately after this, he went with Batukeshwar Dutt, another revolutionary, and threw 

bombs into the Central Legislative 

Assembly. 

 

Bhagat Singh was soon imprisoned by the 

British. Even in jail, he continued his 

struggle, by undergoing a 4 month fast, 

seeking equal rights for Indian prisoners on 

the lines of British prisoners. 

 

Bhagat Singh was convicted by the British 

for carrying out the murder of John 

Saunders and was hanged on 23rd March, 

1931, along with Sukdev Thapar and 

Shivaram Rajguru. 

 

Bhagat Singh today finds a place in Indian 

Parliament in the form of a large bronze 

statue. There are innumerable memorials of 

Bhagat Singh at different parts of the 

country. There are many films on his life 

and stamps released in his name. He 

continues to be a source of inspiration for the youth of this country. 

 

https://bharathgyanblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/23/bhagat-singh/ 

 

By D K Hari and D K Hema Hari www.bharathgyan.com 

 

 

 

Death warrant of Bhagat Singh 

Death certificate of Bhagat Singh 

https://bharathgyanblog.wordpress.com/2017/03/23/bhagat-singh/
http://www.bharathgyan.com/
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Book Review 
 

“What Makes Us Human” by Dr Jean-Louis Lamboray 

The title itself of the book, “What Makes Us Human” is a 

thought-provoking one. And the first liner in the introductory 

chapter of the book arouses curiosity about what the book is 

about. It reads, “Me, I am a gangster. Until recently, my job 

was to rob banks and rape girls. Now, I realize that my life is 

more important than that!” 

 

In his book, the author, Dr Jean-Louis Lamboray takes us 

through real-life stories to a world where appreciation as a 

process and as an attitude, turns challenges and problems into 

success stories and inspirational lessons in life. The life stories 

are taken from people he had interacted with during his life 

mission of facilitating positive outcome from challenging 

situations. To quote the author, it is a “path were solutions are 

based on the recognition of our equality as humans while 

appreciating the diversity of our capabilities and our skills”. 

These diverse skills put together, motivate a community to 

work together for solutions instead of solely depending on outside sources. 

 

During his tenure with UNAIDS (Joint United Nations Programme for HIV and AIDS) as a 

medical doctor, Dr Lamboray’s work took him to communities across the world, especially 

Asia and Africa. In the course of his work with AIDS, Dr Lamboray discovered that local 

communities in some of the regions, especially North Thailand and Uganda were able to 

successfully curb the epidemic. He leant that they could achieve this because they got 

together as a community, recognised the strengths and skills they possessed amongst 

themselves and used them to work towards the goal. Their focus was not solely on what the 

problem was but what strengths were available to work towards dealing with the situation. 

This learning for Dr Lamboray led to the formation of the international NGO called The 

Constellation which continues to work with local communities across the world, facilitating 

them to deal with issues themselves through self-appreciation, collective aspiration of the 

desired outcome and working towards that goal. This process called Life Competence has 

thus led to successfully dealing with malaria, AIDS, social discrimination within societies and 

inter-personal relationship. Lamboray writes “Our world is full of spontaneous, local 

responses to challenges.” 

 

The stories in some of the chapters tell about the humanness of people, including those who 

are generally judged against (eg. transgenders, prostitutes, AIDS victims, suppressed 

individuals) and how life lessons have evolved by recognising them as humans first without 

labels.  Lamboray asks, “how can they change if I do not change the way I look at them?” 

He elaborates by sharing the experience of working with some young people in Papua New 

Guinea who were drug users. He writes, “Our team was with young boys sharing their 

experiences with alcohol and drugs and even gang rape. They said they wanted to change. 

It was difficult for us to see strengths in that situation but our team did its best. We listened 

and tried to understand the boys. In our minds, we tried to imagine growing up in the same 

way as these boys did. I thought to myself that I may have behaved in the same way. We 

tried to connect as equal human beings and shared our own vulnerabilities. It was the first 

time that someone had ever told these boys they had strengths, that they were good people 

and that they could do anything they wanted to change their situation.”  
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And here lies the strength of appreciation, dreaming and working together. “Why always 

discuss problems and negative aspects while the strengths and positive things can be the 

source of change?”  

 

The principle of The Constellation which the author is associated with, is to interact with 

human beings, not with their business cards. Such is the kind of punch-lines used by the 

author to drive home the message of simplicity, communication and connection to deal with 

situations and life by co-existing and co-operating.  

 

Lamboray, in his introductory chapter states that his book is for 

all of us who aspire to leave a better world to future generations. 

In his concluding chapter, he writes, “It is up to you to decide 

what concern motivates you most… Let’s rely primarily on our 

own resources to act and share with others the inspiration 

generated by our journey towards our vision.” 

 

“What Makes Us Human” is a collection of simple yet deep-

meaning stories recorded by Lamboray from his own life 

experiences and from those stories of ordinary people who 

shared extraordinary wisdom. It is a book that shares 

experiences, enlightens with wisdom but does not preach. It is a 

book one can and should read more than once.  

 

By Susan Koshy, Editor 

 

 

Media Partnership 

India Bags 3 C4F Awards 2017 at Geneva 
 

PreSense is one of the Media Partners for the ‘Communication 

for Future Awards 2017’ instituted by Davos-based World 

Communication Forum (WCF).  Out of 86 nominations 

received from 30 countries covering 5 continents, India 

bagged 3 Awards.  Awards were presented under 23 

categories in Geneva, Switzerland on March 14th, 2017 in a 

gala event.  Ganesh (ACG Consulting) and Praveen Shankar 

(Deerak Solutions) bagged the awards under 3 categories.  

Both the  awards for ‘Start-up’ category were bagged by 

India.     

WCF is looking at collaborating with Top Notch 

Universities In India and are also planning to 

conduct Webinars and Workshops for students 

and communication professionals. Since India 

looks very promising with the Start-Ups and 

Set-Ups, they would also like to collaborate 

with more Start-Up Organisations for the C4F 

Awards 2018.  

 

Those interested may contact Sukruti 

Narayanan, Global Manager C4F Awards and Producer, StartUp Day at  

c4f@forumdavos.com   

Dr. Jean-Louis Lamboray 

C4F Award 2017 winners 

PreSense at Geneva 

mailto:c4f@forumdavos.com
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PreSense Takes up Education Loan Issues With 
Government 

 

(L to R) Arjun Ram Meghwal , R N Dubey, Gautham and Prime Point Srinivasan 

 

Education Loan Task Force (ELTF) is one of the social initiatives of eMagazine PreSense.  It 

is a voluntary initiative operating since 2010. It has been creating awareness about 

education loan and also taking up issues in Parliament through supporting Members of 

Parliament (MPs).  On 17th February 2017, PreSense and ELTF organised an interactive 

session at Chennai with Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon'ble Union Minister of State (Finance & 

Corporate Affairs) to discuss education loan issues.  Senior bankers from 40 banks and 

various social workers participated and interacted on the various issues.  During that time, 

the Hon'ble Minister announced that he would arrange a meeting of senior officials of the 

Finance Ministry at Delhi so that ELTF could present the issues directly to them, in order to 

find the solutions. 
 

Accordingly, Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal organised a meeting at the North Block on 16th March 

2017.  Shri R N Dubey, (Economic Advisor to Department of Financial Services) and two 

other senior officials were present.  Shri Gautham represented the Indian Banks Association 

(IBA).  Shri Meghwal presided over the meeting.  On behalf of PreSense and ELTF, 

Srinivasan made a presentation to the Minister and other senior officials on the various 

problems faced by students.   
 

The Hon'ble Minister and the other officials listened attentively.  The Minister also advised 

the officials to examine all the points presented and to submit their responses to him.  While 

concluding the meeting, Hon'ble Minister said, "You will find some changes shortly".   

PreSense and ELTF thank Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal for the keen initiative taken by him to 

understand the problems and to find solutions.   

The report can be downloaded from this link. 

http://www.prpoint.com/eltf/report160317  

http://www.prpoint.com/eltf/report160317
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